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EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome back to The 9th Scroll. Although The Scroll has had a brief hiatus, it is now back and hopefully, better
than ever!
My name is Henry Miller (henrypmiller) and I am the
Assistant Head of Content for the 9th Age project. I
am a 9th Age Content Team member with my podcast: Ammertime Podcast. I also do a regular blog
with hobby updates from our gaming group here in
Copenhagen. I would consider myself above all else a
Sylvan Elves and Highborn Elves player, however I also
dabble in Warriors of the Dark Gods and I am currently building a Vampire Coven army which you can find
on the user blogs section.

Issue #3 has been produced internally from within the
9th Age staff. While we will continue to use staff as
a source of articles, we would like to encourage our
readership to get involved in The Scroll. If you think
you have a promising idea for an article, really want
to hear more about your favourite army or even have
some feedback about what we are doing good or bad,
we would like to hear from you! You can write to us
regarding the 9th Scroll to scroll@the-ninth-age.com.

I hope you enjoy the latest edition of The 9th Scroll!
As editor, I will be working alongside many of the 9th
Age staff and hopefully some of the wider communi- -hpm
ty to bring you a regular instalment of the 9th Scroll.
We hope to create an online publication every two
months moving forward. My long term goal is to get
the magazine printed and distributed in hard copy to
those who choose to subscribe. Whether this is possible, I do not know yet!
What kind of articles can you expect? I want the magazine to be the place to go for all 9th Age gamers. I
hope to include a little something for everyone. Anything from news, sneak peeks and exclusive background material to painting and modelling. From
tactics, strategy and battle reports to company showcases, upcoming tournaments and results from past
events.

Layout and creation of the Scroll
Spiritual Father - Blonde Beer
Document Layout - Henry Peter Miller (henrypmiller) & Remy Manuel (cyprinus)
the 9th Age
website: www.the-ninth-age.com
email: scroll@the-ninth-age.com
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NEWS AND EVENTS
The Battle for the Lighthouse of Ethnos
The Middle Sea is the pulsating heart of our land: the source of our power and nourishment. The long coast is
the central artery of Arcalea; the bones of our beloved land are its towered cities and the mighty lighthouses
that connect them, guiding our allies and revealing our enemies. Control of maritime commerce provides our
military security and political independence. The lighthouses, the Eyes of Sunna, maintain the equilibrium
between Sonnstahl and Equitaine, Destria and Volskaya, earning us the respect of the Elves and the treaties
of the Dwarves. None of them can be allowed to fall into the hands of the enemy: not a single one, for they
are our blood.
- attributed to Dante Malavigna, wanderer, poet and primogenitor of the Malavigna family
The Ninth Age hobby is often misunderstood as a
game for tournament players, made by tournament
players. I see the 9th age as a complete hobby! As
well as playing, the 9th age involves building and
painting armies, telling stories, creating a narrative or
even an entire background for your 28mm heroes! It’s
no secret that many of us are not building one army
but several; that some of us build huge armies. The
game is intended to be played at the 4500 point level.
However there is no limit to your imagination when it
comes to size of games, only how many models you
can fit on a table! Don’t believe me? Then I’m pleased
to introduce The Battle for the Lighthouse of Ethnos.

Staff from the Ninth Age were thrilled to stage, over
both days, a teensy weensy battle of just ....80,000
points! That’s not all! We cooperated with one of
the biggest gaming clubs in Italy, Bivacco Vicenza. This gaming club enjoys a splendid partnership
with the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Department of the Hospital of Vicenza. About half the
scenery you’ll see in the pictures is from the famous
Gilda della Torre (an Italian modelling club). The other half was made by patients from the same Hospital
Department, recovering from severe spinal injuries
in a rehabilitation program involving craft work.
Did you think that 80,000 points of fully painted
armies fighting over a battlefield of magnificent
scenery was not enough? We also organised social
activities, interviews from our Art Director Michele
and showcased the art of 9th Age! In addition we
created two different scenarios for the battles; an
ambush and a siege. And last but not least, we asked
some of the generals to create their own commanders, complete with back story and special rules. This
is the spirit of the 9th Age: a setting for your stories and heroes. Also a lot of beer and good food - I
mean, this was in Italy.
The event was a great success! Massive thanks to
the guys that helped us down there: Bivacco Vicenza, Oppositore, Ulfnir, Esorcista, Pai Mei, all the players (too many to mention). Last but not least: follow
us on the HAT section in the forum to find out about
the scenarios and the generals created by our players!

On the first two days of April, in Modena, Italy, we
presented a huge showcase in the biggest board/
wargaming convention in Italy: Modena Play 2017, attended by 35,000 people.

Article written by Alessandro Vivaldi
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Hobby Animation Team (HAT)
My name is Jack, also known as Eternal Flitter on the
9th age boards. I’m the head of the Hobby Animation
Team (HAT). The idea of the team is simply to encourage all kinds of hobby related activities in the community. This includes the homebrew section which is full
of some great content produced by the community. I
would also like HAT to help run community events and
develop less competitive styles of play in the future.
This could be in the form of regular online Tournaments using Univeral Battle (UB).

and daver are all putting together a UB2-based community tree campaign. It will have some simple and
fun scenarios to play over roughly 3 weeks. The idea
would be to have two teams of players whose results
all add together to get a winning team each week. The
team in the lead will get a slight advantage in their
games for the following week. Look out for more information, and how to get involved through the news
section of the forum. We hope to kick it off in May!

Finally, if you have any ideas with regards to what you
Indeed, Nicreap, who currently runs the great Shifting would like to see from the HAT team, particularly in
tides online tournament, is hoping to get a campaign terms of narrative gaming, feel free to get in touch
off the ground soon! Similarly, myself, Gnomes2169 and share those ideas with us on the forum!

Tabletop Miniature Solutions (TMS)

About TMS
Because we believe in reaching the next level is more
important, then staying there. WE started the TMS
project providing high end services in hobby designs,
sculpt and manufacturing, to bring you the best possible product. Topped with our experience in making
hobby battlefields, supplying players as well as hobby companies, no mater if they need a single piece
of terrain or an amazing show case, board game accessories or a gaming system, we have the solutions
to every gaming need.
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RULES TEAM
NEWS AND UPDATES
This week from the RT we are lucky enough to have some insights into the next elven release. The up-coming
Dread Elves Army Book and its strengths and weaknesses are described on the following pages. From this
information, we can discern what the army’s general character will be, along with a few tasty spoilers!
We also get a recap of the strengths and weaknesses of the Highborn Elves and Sylvan Elves.

Dread Elves
Dread Elves Strengths and Weaknesses Guideline
As most of you will know by now, we will be releasing
completely reworked versions of all the army books in
the future. These books will have a new and fresh way
to build an army with your model collection, but they
will also have a lot of different rules and units for you
to play around with.

Many of you are very curious about how the polls were
interpreted by the design teams, and we will therefore
slowly reveal the guidelines for the community to
study. Keep in mind that in certain cases following the
previous polls to the letter was very difficult in the
overall game design and that this is only the Guideline
and not the final product… Things might still change
during the designing of the book!

Before you worry, we still want you to be able to use
your current model collection to play with this army
in the future, but on the other hand, certain units
might have a different role in the future with new and
unique rules. Before the actual design work is started
by the different teams we first setup a Strength and
Weaknesses Guideline for all the teams to work with.

You might also find some differences between the
polls and the guidelines for the different books. This
is partly a result of certain armies having very similar
results in the polls and partly as a result of the new
background material for the army. To make every
army truly unique we sometimes have to change
things around a bit.

We do this for 3 reasons:
(1) it’s a way to make certain that every army is more
unique
(2) we can use the feedback from the community to
change the army in a way they want
(3) it makes the end target clear for all the designers,
saving us time overall.

I will explain the Dread Elf S/W in a couple of separate
paragraphs to try to make it as clear as possible for
everyone. Since we are aware that the Highborn and
Sylvan Elf players are also extremely curious about
how this will impact their own armies, we will also
have a very short look at the S/W guidelines for these
armies at the end.

Dread Elves General Designs
Dread Elf armies excel at a very mobile and aggressive On the table the Dread Elves usually build their army
playstyle centred around close combat focused units round core and elite rank and file close combat units
with shooting elements as supporting tools.
while supporting these blocks with other types of
units (for example shooting, magic or buffing units).
The army’s melee units can generally be described
as being specialized and although the melee units One thing that stands out is that the quality of the
perform well in all aspects of close combat fighting, Dread Elf’s equipment is very high due to the local
a frequently found specialty is their first round of military academies which provide uniformity in
combat damage output since they culturally try to kill equipment and the fact that elven blood is considered
the enemy in one wave of attack.
the most precious resource of Dathen.
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RULES TEAM NEWS AND UPDATES
ranged support against high priority mobile single
targets which are generally harder to engage with
rank and file close combat troops due to their lack of
manoeuvrability.

Because of the influence of the religious groups in
their culture, their followers are a common sight
on the battlefield and offer specialized skills for the
tactical Dread Elf commanders who complement
these with the various monsters provided by the
dreaded Beast Masters.

The standard small arms fire weapon of this army is
the repeater crossbow which has proven its use as an
efficient tool to stifle slave revolts due to the ability to
fire a high amount of shots in a short timeframe.

Shooting is a supporting tool and generally mobile but
lower ranged, with the task of supporting the close
combat focus of the army. Whereas bolt throwers are
the only truly stationary element of Dathen military
they serve in conjunction with the much more mobile
hunting chariots for a crucial purpose - offering

Magic is generally focused on offensive applications
with a mixture of combat buffs/debuffs and ranged
damage support.

Dread Elves Specific Strengths
To better make it clear what the army is good (and bad at) this army gets 6 Strengths to help them fight their
battles.
Supporting the Army:
The Dread Elves have many ways to buff their troops
on the table, with unique upgrades for units coming
from characters, having synergy between characters
and certain units and access to buffing units. While a
regular Dread Elf might not have the most impressive
stat line compared to a Warrior of the Dark Gods, the
units become more than the sum of their parts by
using the synergy in the army

First Turn Combat Punch:
Dread Elves armies are the image of the vicious feline
predator.
Their troop’s mobility is among the best in the game,
with high speed and manoeuvrability. Stone-cold
killers and careful calculators, they rely on choosing
the best moment to engage the enemy. Their warriors
strike hard, accurately and swiftly, for they know if the
blow is not lethal and the combat must last, retaliation
is going to be bloody.

Mobility:
The Dread Elves have access to units that are mobile Frontload damage is one of the most defining features
and fast enough to work around their more rank and of the Dread Elves close combat units. Overpowering
file units to harass the opponent.
enemy units within the first round of combat or
inflicting severe casualties to make the grinding down
Leadership:
easier is what the Dread Elves close combat units sets
With access to leadership 10 for a general, the Dread apart from others elven melee units.
Elves become a very reliable force on the table. Also
having access to high leadership on the general gives Mobile Shooting:
the Dread Elf player the chance to play with an army While not being gunline focused in their shooting style,
lead by a Spell Caster.
the Dread Elves can still bring a very decent support in
the form of their ranged weapons. With units having
access to shooting and close combat weapons, they
can fulfill different roles on the battlefield, making
these units very flexible.
Offensive Magic:
It should be no surprise to anyone that Dread Elves
enjoy pummelling their opponents with magic.
This specialization means they are one of the most
offensive capable wizards in the game with potential
rule bonuses to their offensive magic.
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Dread Elves Soft Weaknesses
Soft weaknesses means that the army can still use abilities that are in this list, but that they are not something
one should be able to build a reliable army with as foundation. They are meant to be weaker than other
armies specific strengths.
Toughness:
Magical Defence:
Besides monsters and mounted units the units are Since they focus themselves on being offensive
limited to T3.
wizards, they have lost some of their defensive ability
on the table.
Special Saves:
While they have access to decent armour, the Dread Medium Arms Fire:
Elves have less use for special saves like Ward or Most of the Dread Elves shooting is focused on low
Regeneration Saves, since they are focused on killing strength fire while using their bolt throwers for the
the opponent before they get to swing back.
tougher targets.

Dread Elves Hard Weaknesses
Long Range Shooting:
While the Dread Elves are able to bring some very
decent shooting to the table, their shooting is
mostly focused on being a counter measure against
high priority mobile single targets like monster and
character ridden monstrous beasts/monsters that
are hard to “catch” with the R&F close combat units.
Therefor their shooting is seen only as support, and
you will not be able to field a true gunline build
with this army. Besides the limited access to heavy
and medium arms fire, the following hard limits are
applied:
* Small arms fire max range 18”and preferably with
quick to fire
* Other shooting, max range 36”
Short range bolt throwers (36”) will make them more
unique and special, and differentiate them from
Highborn Elves bolt throwers whose gunlines will
be more playable. Highborn Elves bolt throwers will
have better range but less damaging. Short range also
forces Dread Elves players to play aggressive with
their bolt throwers. Deploying them at the frontline
and in not so protected places.
High risk vs reward. Very fitting for Dread Elves who is
supposed to be all about aggression.
Strength in numbers:
Being an elven race, the dread elves are very elite army,
and therefor they will never field massive numbers of
cheap troops on the battle field. While Infernal Dwarfs
might bring their slaves to the battlefield, the Dread
Elves use their slaves only for their economy.
9
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The other 2 Elves in the Triangle
As mentioned before, we are aware that the 3 Elven Races are linked to each other, and many of the players
for the Highborn and Sylvan will want to know how this will impact their own armies. To prevent the other
2 Elf Faction Players from pulling out their luscious long elven hair from frustration, we have added the S/W
synopsis for these 2 factions here as well.
Please keep in mind that these are very rough guides yet, and have mostly been written to help focus the
Dread Elf S/W guidelines, by knowing what the other 2 Elven Forces focus on. This means that both these
guidelines are still very open to change and are less in depth.

Highborn Elves
Some units (mostly core and characters) are universal multi-purpose units. Other
units are highly specialized, very good at one specific task, but lacking at all other
things. They have rocks, papers and scissors, but need to match them correctly to
win. A superior general (which the Highborn Elves believe themselves to be) will be
able to get the right unit into the right place, and thus victory will be easy.

Strengths
leadership bubble
LD independence
speed
medium arms fire
small arms fire
offensive magic (ability to cast spells)
defensive magic (ability to stop spells)

Weaknesses
strength in numbers
toughness
ignore morale
special deployment
heavy arms fire
support wagons/characters
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Sylvan Elves
Guerrilla warfare, hit and run, using terrain and careful placement of their units.
The name of the game is splitting up the enemy force and ganging up on weaker
parts to achieve victory!

Strengths
combat grinding*
combat first turn damage*
avoiding hits
special deployment
manoeuvrability
speed
manoeuvrable shooting
-small arms fire

Weaknesses
armor
strength in numbers
medium arms fire
heavy arms fire
ranged damage spells, small spells
ranged damage spells, big spells

*Combat units split into two main camps:
- Elves: No talent for combat grinding, strong damage output in first turn
- Trees: Good grind (mainly due to staying power), nothing extra first turn

“In very general terms, Dread Elves will be the combat focused elf army. Sylvan Elves will be avoidance/
guerrilla/hit-and-run. Highborn Elves will be mixed arms.”
That’s a wrap from this issue’s Rules Team update! I hope you enjoyed the sneak peek into the S/W
guideline for the Dread Elves.
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BACKGROUND AND ARTS Q&A

Answers by: Scottish Knight (Head of Background)

We are lucky enough to have an opportunity to glean some knowledge about the 9th age background and
world in the form of a Q and A. We are hoping to make this section a regular feature in The 9th Scroll to allow
for the BGT to flesh out the setting without relying on larger releases. This also presents an opportunity for
our readers to request information. If there are any specific questions you might have with regards to the 9th
age background, please get in touch.
You can submit questions for the Q and A section to scroll@the-ninth-age.com.
Q: We were told the Vermin Swarm overran Avras.
Are they still proclaiming to be the false emperors or
has the city been retaken since the 4th age?
In the first days of their emergence, the Vermin took
Avras, and held it until the end of the 8th Age. They
haven’t been observed in Vetia since Sunna slew the
rat King, at least no more than a scattered handful
of lone Vermin. In Sonnstahl it’s widely believed the
Vermin were destroyed then as a organised force and
only scattered remnants remain, but the Vermin have
always been good at secrecy.
Q: How is a “Warrior of Sloth” effective in battle?
Warriors of Sloth have a drive to endure beyond any
other, to observe the truths that escape others and
to know the secrets lying behind the world. Theirs is
the gift of foresight, and the fortitude to see it come
to pass. We have been working with the Army Development Team to ensure this aspect of the followers of
Nukuja makes its way into the Marks for the Warriors
of the Dark Gods.
Q: Will there be any background (or even rules) with
regards to the Chinese/Japanese looking chap in the
world hymn in the future?
Tsuandan is the name of the specific nation in question, the land of the Dragon Emperor. Tsuandan will
feature in the background in future, and in time, who
can say what might happen with the rules. There are
other nations too, which will be explored in times to
come in the background.

Q: Will the history in T9A change over time? Will it
be based on global campaigns? Or will it be fixed,
once the full background is released?
It will definitely change over time. Currently we are
trying to get the initial brush fixed in place, but we
have plans for this to develop. We hope that pivotal
moments will be able to be informed by global campaigns, and we will write the subsequent changes
into the wider world.
Q: Will we be seeing any named characters with a
defined backstory in the narrative? For example the
King of Equitaine or the Princes of the Elves?
Named characters and their stories are part of the
setting, and over time they will be expanded on in the
published material. Their role will be relevant to their
respective culture, but we will explore the unique
possibilities that named characters can bring.
How this will be developed as part of the game is still
to be seen. It may be that we release the characters
as a freestanding supplement, allowing them to receive the attention they deserve without impinging
on the core game.
Q: Where did the halflings go? Are there any halflings in T9A?
Well, they are very small, maybe they’ve been misplaced! I want halflings to have a place in T9A, and
we’ve discussed how to reflect that in the narrative,
though any part in the game is still to be established.

Some questions that didn’t make the cut:
How does The Empire of Sonnstahl keep the unions satisfied, when work conditions as swordsmen and spearmen are so harsh?
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Enter Sigmund Selig,
Sage and scholar wise,
Known across Vetia,
In many a different guise.

Courtier to Louis Meek,
In Sonnstahl astrologer,
And to the fierce Oleg Tzar,
Pledged chronologer.

Now withered by the seasons,
Mind sharp with tales to tell,
Those with coin and question deep
Seek him, and mark him well

I caught up with Selig the Great Sage in Avras on his morning walk to the observatory. My coin
managed to persuade him to share his time and his commute. I am a learned man, but I know little
about the wider world. I wish to learn from the Great Sage. Follow in his footsteps. If I can shadow
the man, perhaps he will share more of his knowledge. Here is what he shared with me today:
‘‘If you won’t stop bothering me, then fine... Sonnsthal Sonnstahl is a land in which women often take
a leading role. They inherit on equal footing with men, unlike most civilisations. Together with the
prominence of their patron deity, this ensures that in all parts of their nation, women can rise to the
highest echelons”.
The Sage also told me that in the military, women are not as numerous as their male counterparts. Yet due to their enhanced status, they can rise more swiftly according to their abilities. Thus
it is not an uncommon sight to witness a Sonnstahler army led by a female Marshall, or an investigation led by a female Inquisitor.
“Ask not a noble of the Kingdom if Sunna is the same ‘Lady’ that the Kingdom of Equitaine worship!, lest your head be parted from your shoulders!” was the Sage’s reply to one of my questions.
Equitaine and Sonnstahl are two neighbouring nations, yet very much distinct. One is a
Kingdom, led by Henry the Young. While his father might have let such an insult pass, the son is
a very different prospect. He has reignited the Equitan urge to quest the world in the name of their
Lady. The other is an Empire, commanded by an Emperor currently drawn from the family Rothmeyer, with their own expansionist agenda, establishing colonies across the Great Ocean.
The Lady certainly has a distinct and unique form of worship, differing from the organised
Church of Sunna. There are some who claim Sunna was a representation of the Lady given flesh,
others that the Lady is simply an alternative name given to Sunna by a neighbouring nation. “To
the devout of either, such commingling may be taken as blasphemy - and those followers are not slow
to express their displeasure in very pointed fashion.”
The origins of the Beast Herds are lost deep in the Ages of Ruin, and none can say be sure from
whence they came. “But I can say with some certainty that they are no daemon-spawn - whatever the
Church of Sunna may claim.” The sage believes they are a people shaped by their own will and magic,
as much as by their environment and origins.
“Any fool can be taught to work the weakest of spells, yet true mastery is a combination of natural
talent and years of learning, as are all skills”... or so the Sage claims. Most wizards find themselves
a teacher of some sort, though what an orc would consider to be an appropriate tutor is beyond my
grasp.
“What happens beyond the Veil? Truly, the question should be what does not happen in the Immortal
Realm!” No reliable accounts from that place exist, yet the tales he has gathered describe everything
from golden spires with foundations in the clouds, to pitch black pits without bottom.
“What’s that? I am not covering my ignorance, how dare you say such a thing!”. The home of the
Gods is a complex and nuanced concept to explain. Perhaps he’ll write a treatise on it for next time I
visit him. I then told me to begone, and let him return to his books.
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PAINTING COMPETITION

an article by: Movementtray.com and the 9th Scroll Team

The 9th Scroll Team have teamed up with magnetic movement tray producer, Movementtray.com to provide
our readers with a fantastic prize-winning opportunity!
Movementtray.com is a Danish company providing and related products. The company has been gentop quality, laser cut movement tray solutions primar- erous enough to offer prize support to almost every
ily for the 9th Age. They also produce movement trays Danish tournament since they began trading in 2016.
for other game systems as well as retailing magnets

Competition Time!
Over the next two months, Movementtray.com in
collaboration with the 9th Scroll will be running a
painting competition! The 1st prize for this competition will be a €50 gift card for any products from the
Movementtray.com webstore!

email. This should consist of both a before painting
and an after painting shot as minimum (the more pictures the better)! This is to encourage you to paint
miniatures from scratch, specifically for this competition. Entries can consist of anything on one base.
From single models on foot to monsters or even dioramas, as long as it is on a single base.

The winning entry will be chosen by the Movementtray.com team and be published in the next issue of
The 9th Scroll on July 1st 2017. To enter the competi- Closing date for this competition is the 20th June
tion, simply send an email with the subject “Compe- 2017 at midnight!
tition Time!” to scroll@the-ninth-age.com. We need
at least two pictures of your entry attached to this We are looking forward to seeing your entries!
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PAINTING MASTER CLASS

an article by: Emil Vesterberg (Kapten Kluns)

Non-Metalic Metals (NMM’s)
The phase is a bit of an oxymoron. When hobbyist’s talk about NMM’s, they mean painting a metal object
with “regular” colours, rather than with a metallic paint. This is in my mind, quite an advanced technique
and quite difficult to master. In this article, Emil will take us through the steps he uses when he paints NMM’s.
Emil is a commission painter based in Sweden and shockingly has only been painting for less than three years,
putting many of us to shame! Perhaps we can persuade him to show off some of his miniatures at a later date.
Step 2 (▼)
The next step is to choose where your “lighting
source” is coming from, since you are not using real
metallic paint you will not be receiving a reflection
of light on the painted area, thanks to this we need
to mimic the reflection of light and hence we must
I chose to do a blue steel tone for the dwarves. For choose a direction from which the light is coming: I
the base coat I use a mixture of GWs Fenrisian grey, decided that my model’s light comes from above and
Temple guard blue and Abaddon black. The amount from the front.
of every colour is not 100% important. I try to keep
Fenrisian grey and Temple guard blue at roughly equal I then add a little Temple guard blue into the mixture,
amounts for the base coat and the black at just a little just enough for it to get a slight colour change to a
less. So maybe something like 35%-35%-30% or 40%- bluer colour. Then I paint a rather broad layer of the
40%-20%. This is just done to get a dark grey with a new mixture, it is wide enough to cover the entire
area on which my imaginary light will fall.
hint of blue in it to work from.
Step 1 (▼)
First I start of by choosing the tone for my NMM steel,
normally we choose to do either do a grey scale tone
or a blue scale tone since they remind us of steel in
real life.
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Step 3 (▼)
From this point onward I just repeat the earlier step with adding Temple guard blue and with every step I paint
the line a little bit thinner so it narrows down.

Step 4 (▼)
When I have reached a clear Temple guard blue I add
a little bit of Ceramite white and repeat the earlier
steps with thinner lines. A good rule of thumb is that
when you have started to mix white into the paint you
are nearly done and the line is almost as thin as you
can make it.
Step 5 (◀)
The last step of highlighting is to do a small dot of
white as a finishing touch to the highlight.

Step 6 (▶)
Now we work backwards. Mix the base coat colour
with a larger amount of black in it this time. 33%-33%33% is a good mix. Work this darker mix into cracks
and shadowy areas to give the NMM a deeper look
and more contrast. The reason I work this way is that
I want the highlights to be the main focus of my piece
and if I start from a darker tone I often end up with
a darker model overall thanks to the highlighting becoming too thin before I reach the end.
17
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I never work this darker layer all the way to pure black but I go rather dark with small additions of black into
the mixture, but hey try out what works for you. This model went towards a commission piece I did for a dwarf
king on shieldbearers (▼) .

Now you know how to do NMM steel or Blue steel if
you so wish! And as stated it is an easy but somewhat
time consuming technique. It does however give a
great effect on the table.

The process can be done with fewer or more steps, or
with finer tone changes than I have done in this case.
You can even do fewer tone changes using the NMM
technique for massed infantry.
Cheers!

Emil has also used the same technique for the grudge buster crew-dwarf shown here (▼)
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EDITOR’S CHOICE

an article by: Henry Miller

I found this list in the published lists from the TG Play Team Tournament in Hereford. The Captain of Dutch
team, “Team Josse 4Evvah!” Josse Buschman was running a very interesting Sylvan Elf list. The list caught my
eye as something outside the box. As a purveyor of the Forest Dragon myself, I thought his take on the list
was unique.
910 - Forest Prince, General, Dragon, Giant sword,
Divine icon, Lucky Shield
340 - Chieftain, BSB, Bladedancer, Sylvan Blades,
Crown of Scorn, Banner of Speed
280 - 10x Archers, M
280 - 10x Archers, M
190 - 8x Dryads, skirmish, C
387 - 22x Forest Guard, M, S, C, Banner of Discipline
505 - 11x Bladedancers, S, C, Aether Icon
396 - 6x Wild Hunters, S, C, Gleaming Icon
295 - 3x Kestrel Knights
295 - 3x Kestrel Knights
295 - 3x Kestrel Knights
100 - 1x Eagle
226 - 7x Sentinels
4499
Key Points:
•
Avoidance/Guerrilla style.
•
The Dragon, multiple Kestrel Knights, fast
moving Bladedancers (dispel bunker), skirmish Dryads, Eagle etc. lends to the avoidance playstyle.
•
The fast-moving elements are also very hard
hitting, allowing the Sylvan Elves to pick their targets
and overwhelm them.
The General on the Dragon is not too different from
the standard build. I am not 100% sold on the Giant
blade. The investment is too much for me compared
to the great weapon for substantially less. However, it
does give an additional +1 to hit and S7!

The core is pretty solid. Black arrows are a must for
me. I sometime run 1 large block rather than two
smaller ones but there is merit in both set-ups.

The Forest Guard unit is a little out of place in this list
I feel. It gives a stationary block for the counter chargThe Bladedancer Chieftain BSB with the movement es but I can’t help but think that more skirmish dryads
banner is an aggressive glass cannon piece. Giving the would be better in this army.
large dancer unit M6 makes them a versatile threat
in the movement phase and that extra bit of charge The Huntsmen are a great unit. Although I stand by
paired weapons being the best option. Gleaming icon
distance.
is good for that failed frenzy test when you need to
I think there are some better builds for him. He is only deploy them away from the BSB and the battle line.
S4 with the Sylvan Blades. So really just a crown-cad- Triple Kestrel Knights seem to be the key element of
dy which can add to the unit’s damage output and the list. I think it would be very interesting to see how
provide hold your ground where is needed.I am not Josse plays these units.
sold on no magic. However, I am currently struggling
to find its place in my Sylvan Elf list. Perhaps this is the Sentinals are an augment to the black arrows in core
but not a key element.
way to go?
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BATTLE OF HANNAPHUK
THE LOST CRUSADE OF KING
GUILLAUME THE VENGEFUL
“The Lost Crusade In 415 A.S., King Guillaume the Vengeful called together a second Crusade of
the Knights of Equitaine. In retaliation for attacks on travellers out of Avras, they were to strike
at the necropolis of Hanaphuk, and cleanse the desert of the undead. Two thousand knights rode
south from the holy city. One man returned, delirious and dying of thirst. The king’s messengers
searched for months, but could find no sign of their lost army - the dunes of Naptesh had swallowed
them whole.”
King Guillaume disliked the desert almost as
much as his loyal companion did. The usually
resplendent hippogriff, Blueclaw was uneasy.
She had not taken to the desert climate. The
heat made her restless and the constant spray
of sand meant she was incessantly ruffling her
head feathers. Worse, they were running low on
fresh meat. The Equitainians had not procured
much in the way of supplies on the long land
route from Avras. At least their water supply
had been replenished. The Damsel of the Lady
had drawn a fresh oasis seemingly out of the
desert sands at the end of every day’s march.
Guillaume resented the use of magic, yet its
practical military application was essential for
his crusade into the arrid deserts of Aptesh.
Pushing the hippogroff to a gallop King Guillaume took to the sky. From the vantage point
above his marching column, he could see that
they were nearing their target. The sprawling
Necropolis of Hanaphuk. His vow to cleanse the
desert of Undead would begin here.

In the distance, the partially submerged city
seemed desolate. The city was situated on the
banks of a dried-up river bed. The pinnacles
of the pyramids could be seen rising out of the
scorched sands like mountains. Guillaume was
begrudgingly impressed at the scale of the architecture. Even the great towers of Gasconne would
be dwarfed by these fell monuments.
The desert sun climbed high overhead. Among
the scattered ruins, he noticed a flash of light
reflecting off something metallic. A sure sign
that they would not be unopposed on approach
to the city. Returning to ground with a flurry
of sand, Guillaume ordered the crusaders into a
battle line. They would have time to say their
prayers before they caught sight
of their foe.
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Core
• 6x Knight Aspirant [284pts]
• 15x Knight of the Realm, Champion, Musician, Standard Bearer, Banner of the
Last Charge [860pts]
• 30x Peasant Bowmen, Musician [400pts]
• 25x Peasant Levy, Spears, Champion,
Musician, Standard Bearer [220pts]
• 25x Peasant Levy, Spears, Champion,
Musician, Standard Bearer [220pts]
Special
• 8x Knights of the Grail, Champion, Musician, Standard Bearer [700pts]
• 9x Knights of the Quest, Champion, Musician, Standard Bearer [516pts]
Characters
• Duke, Armour of Percival, Army General,
Blessed Sword, Crown of Autocracy, Grail
Oath, Hippogriff, Lucky Charm, Virtue of
Renown, Shield [520pts]
• Damsel, 3 Learned Spells, Druidism, Wizard Master, Unicorn [470pts]
• Paladin, Battle Standard Bearer, Crusader’s Helm, Great Weapon, Questing Oath,
Shield [312pts]

Sacred reliquary [260pts]
• Trebuchet [280pts]
• Trebuchet [280pts]
• The Green Knight [360pts]
• 5x Yeoman Outrider [110pts]
Airborne Gallantry
• 3x Pegasus Knights [360pts]
Large Mounts
• Hippogryph Mount [240pts]
Total: [ 6400 pts]
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GOLDEN LEGION
OF HANAPHUK

The blazing sun bore down on the crumbling necropolis of Hanaphuk as Pharaoh Mentuserket
stood proud, surveying his army. He could almost recall other occasions such as this, marching out to war, in another life. Serried ranks of
bronzed flesh parading out of the gates, dust billowing in the air. But the memories were fleeting, impossible to grasp. Now, the ranks of the
Necropolis Guard were a shadow of their former
selves, horrific spectres of death moving silently
through the sand. A skeletal servant brought a
cup of ritual wine to be consumed before battle,
red like the blood that would stain the desert.

Mentuserket gazed down at the thick liquid,
trying to remember what it would taste like. He
put the cup to his shriveled lips and tipped his
head back. He felt nothing as he drained the cup
and the liquid sloshed down his throat, over his
broken organs, and soaked into his war garb.
He felt nothing anymore, nothing but hate and
envy. The only thing he wanted was to fight, to
unleash his pent up rage on the living. He wanted to savour the moment when the life drained
from their eyes, to condemn them to the emptiness he was cursed to endure. He would suffer no
man to live, that had dared to enter his domain.
Mentuserket hefted his glowing Scimitar. The
Vanquisher steamed with an ethereal green outline, contrasting black against the bright desert
sands.
Today the cursed blade would unleash its venom
on human flesh.
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Core
• 4x Skeleton Chariots [360pts]
• 4x Skeleton Chariots [360pts]
• 50x Skeletons, Champion, Musician
Standard Bearer, War Standard [550pts]
Core + Ancient Ordnance
• 20x Skeleton Archers, Champion, Musician, Standard Bearer [300pts]
• 20x Skeleton Archers, Musician [260pts]
• 5 x Skeleton Scout Cavalry [130pts]
• 5 x Skeleton Scout Cavalry [130pts]

Characters
• Pharaoh: Army General, Light Armour,
Armour of Destiny, Vanquisher Eternal
[500pts]
• Casket of Phatep [200pts]
• Death Cult Hierarch, Path of Evocation,
Hierophant, 3x Learned Spells, Wizard
Master, Book of the Dead [500pts]
• Death Cult Hierarch, Path of Evocation,
Ring of Fire, [210pts]
• Tomb Harbinger, Bronze Breastplate,
Halberd, Light Armour, Lucky Charm
[243pts]

Special
• 3x Great Vultures [160pts]
• 31x Necropolis Guard, Shields, Champion, Musician, Standard Bearer: Rending
Banner [787pts]
• 3x Shabtis, Halberds [280pts]
Ancient Ordnance
• Charnel Catapult [200pts]
• Charnel Catapult [200pts]
Mason’s Menagerie
• Battle Sphinx [450pts]
• Colossus, Scales of Destiny [430pts]
Entombed
• Sand Scorpion [170pts]
Total: [6400 pts]
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Pre-game and Deployment

THE LOST CRUSADE OF
KING GUILLAUME THE
VENGEFUL
I got the spells I wanted but did miss out on Summer
Growth. I had to use the path attribute if I wanted to
regrow my expensive knights.
I quite liked my deployment. The Trebuchets had a
great field of fire and my knights would be able to
dual charge the Pharaohs bodyguard. Although it
would still require a couple of rounds of shooting first
to thin them down. The Pharaohs WS 6 meant that
my knights would hit next to nothing with their lances
and get whacked in return!
The plan was to send my Duke out to kill the Sphinx
and the Knights of the Quest to go for the Colossus.
They have multiple wounds against towering presence and cannot be stomped.
The Green Knight (or desert vagabond) was going to
wreak havoc in the backfield when he arrived!
I was quite scared the peasants were just going to run
away from a failed terror test, but I hoped a stern look
from my general would keep them steady.

Spells:
Damsel:
The Oaken Throne
Master of Earth
Healing Waters
Entwining Roots
Stone Skin

ISSUE #003 - MAY 2017

GOLDEN LEGION
OF HANAPHUK
It was hard to place my monsters. Everything in his
army kills them. I tried to stay away from those units
by deploying the monsters on the flanks. I also had to
worry about the trebuchets.
The Necropolis Guard went in the middle to hold the
centre and have the maximum number of targets for
them. I wanted to use the skeletons to either tar pit
units or counter charge into ongoing combats to generate combat resolution points.
The Shabti were placed on the left. They would be
decent if they managed to charge the Knights of the
Grail, worth a shot.
I gave Kristoffer the first turn. I didn’t have many
shooting targets, and I didn’t know exactly how to instigate the battle. There were no clear weaknesses in
his deployment. I wanted to see what he did to get a
better idea of how to react to the threats.

Spells:
Master Wizard:
Evocation of Souls
Spectral Blades
Ancestral Aid
Touch of the Reaper
Whispers of the Veil
Apprentice Wizard:
Evocation of Souls
Danse Macabre

BATTLE OF HANNAPHUK

Turn 1
King Guillaume The Vengeful

Golden Legion of Hanaphuk

I vanguarded up the Yeomen Outriders slightly, ensuring they would not get charged by anything. I was
going to try and sneak them through to threaten the
catapults!

I moved up slightly. I pushed the Hand Weapon and
Shield skeletons into charge range of the Knights.
I hoped to have them tar pit something or perhaps
make a long charge on some knights. The catapults
did nothing but I killed some peasants with shooting
Casimir gave me the first turn so I just shuffled things and made the Yeomen Outriders run off from shootslightly forwards. I hid my general behind the pyramid ing – cowardly peasants.
- afraid of the catapults.
My shooting was all in range so I was
happy to sit in place. Magic didn't do
anything.
True to tradition - both Trebuchets
misfired and one could not shoot for
the rest of the game. The archers shot
at the Sphinx and hit nothing. A poor
turn for the Crusaders!

King Guillaume was furious! He had spent considerable
resources and time hauling the huge portable trebuchets
along with them on the road. The incompetent peasants
had not only succeeded in getting one of the siege machines stuck in the sand., but on the first release of the
firing pin on the second Trebuchet, the throwing arm
jammed vertically! With a crunch and an extravagant
shower of splinters, the masonry crashed clean through
the horizontal axel, causing the construct to crumble
unceremoniously into a pile on the sand!

Turn 2
King Guillaume The Vengeful
Turn two saw the Knights Aspirant flank charge the The Desert Vagabond (Green Knight) arrived behind
skeleton block. The Aspirants are perfect against WS 2 the Undead lines. Shooting and magic were uneventtroops and I thought I should win that combat easily. I ful. (▼)
moved my Duke up to support them against the inevitable Colossus in the flank next turn. (▼)
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(◀) The Colossus charged into the flank of the Aspirants.
I blocked the recently arrived Green Knight from getting to a Charnel Catapult with some horse archers
and turned the chariots on the left flank around to
give me an option to deal with the Green Knight next
turn.
My Scorpion arrives behind his army to charge either
the back of some Knights or the Trebuchets. (▼)

Magic does nothing, and I shot both Catapults at the
Duke. He saved one shot on his ward save and the
other one misses. The skeleton archers also did no
damage.

In combat I killed 3 Aspirant Knights with the charging Colosuss. The rest flee, I pursue with the Colossus who doesn’t catch them. He ends up behind the
Shabti facing off against the Grail Knights. (▼)
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Turn 3
King Guillaume The Vengeful
In Turn 3, the peasants tried to roll a lucky charge on
the chariots but failed. The Pegasus Knights moved
up on the left up behind the peasants so they were
save from the chariots charging them. My Paladin BSB
jumped out of the Knights of the Quest to block off
the Scorpion from the Trebuchets.
In the magic phase, the Damsel cast Stone Skin with
overwhelming power. She blew up two Knights of the
Quest and lost the spell. The functional trebuchet
landed some salvaged masonry in the centre of the
Necropolis Guard killing 10! The Peasant Bowmen
were inspired by the deeds of the crew and kill 5 more
themselves!
In combat, the Knights of the Grail obliterated the
Shabti and overran into the Colossus. (▶)

I did this combat before the Duke/Colossus combat.
That way I got to fight again with the Knights of the
Grail against the Colossus in the same turn. The Duke
and his Hippogriff steed couldn’t scratch the giant at
all. However, the Knights of the Grail, enraged by the
wrongdoings of the undead against the travellers of
Avras, rode down the Colossus even before he swung
his scales! Both the Duke and Knights pivoted to face
down the flank of the Undead battle line.
(◀) Meanwhile the Green “Desert Vagabond” Knight,
arrived out of the dunes last turn and charged the
blocking archers. I also had to deal with the scorpion
in my own back line.
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At this point I felt like I had to do something to turn
the game around. The shooting put a lot of pressure
on me and the left flank was basically gone.
The Sphinx charged the peasants on the right who
had stumbled forward, they failed their panic test and
flee. This allowed the chariots charge the Pegasus
Knights! (◀)
The Sphinx redirected into the Knights of the Realm.
I also attempted a charge on the same unit with the
Necropolis Guard, but both failed. The Chariots on the
other side charged the Green Knight in the rear. (▼)

The Scorpion moved around the BSB to stand looking
hungrily at a trebuchet. The Vultures redirected the
grails on the left and the horse archers redirected the
Knights of the Quest. (▶)
Shooting did nothing, but I buffed the Necropolis
Guard with Spectral Blades allowing them to re-roll to
wound if they are charged next turn. This also resurrected a few due to the Book of the Dead.
The Green Knight survived the chariot charge! Now
he will win the grind. My Chariots beat the Pegasus
Knights fairly well but they held.
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Turn 4
King Guillaume The Vengeful

But meanwhile on the left flank, the Pegasus Knights
were killed to a man by the chariots! That was a problem as they now had a highway to my backline!

From his appearance, Sir Hewelin looked
more like a rough vagabond. Although he
dressed more like one of the desert nomads
than the Equitainian Knights, he had maintained his arms over the long years of exile.

In the main combat, the Duke put 2 wounds on the
Harbinger who survived the hippogriff thanks to his
Bronze Breastplate and Lucky Charm. 5 knights died
to the combined efforts of the Pharaoh and Necropolis Guards; Hatred, re-roll to Wound from the Spectral
Blades spell, Poison and Lethal Strike!

When he saw the column of blue and white
garbed knights crossing the dunes and forming a battle line, he resolved himself to regain
his honour in the sight of his King and his
Goddess.

The knights swung back and killed 7! Meaning the
humans won the combat by 10! But the Pharaohs
bodyguard held firm thanks to being Stubborn, which
meant that they half their loses from unstable - 5
guards remained!

Coming at the undead from the rear, he
charged fearlessly into their midst.

I was in a tough situation. Charging the Sphinx would
likely result in a stalemate for the Knights of the
Realm. The other option was bringing in the Duke to
try and kill the Harbinger before the the Necro-guards
attacked. That way, if I charged in with the knights, the
Undead wouldn’t have hatred and my knights would
take fewer casualties. I therefore declared charges
against the Necropolis Guards with the Knights of the
Realm, the Duke and the Peasant Levy. The distance
proved too great for the levy who failed the roll.
I then charged the Knights of the Quest into the Vultures, and the grails charged into the skeleton horse
archers. The Scorpion swung around the BSB Paladin. At this point my only chance was to shoot it off. I
swift reformed the archers and backed up behind the
stakes.
In the magic phase, I put 3 wounds on the Scorpion
with a lucky Master of Earth! I also got Oaken Throne
through and raised a knight using the attribute.
My shooting with the Trebuchet landed a hit on the
skeleton block killing 8. The Peasant Bowen finished
off the Scorpion nonchalantly!
In combat the Green Knight killed the remaining Horse
Archers and turned to face the now doomed Chariots.
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Golden Legion of Hanaphuk
I pulled off a pincer manoeuvre on the knights fighting the Necropolis Guard. Skeletons on the left flank
and Sphinx into the right. If I broke the king and those
knights here I thought I would win! The chariots on
my right charged into the archers, with a juicy overrun
into a trebuchet. I moved one archer unit up to block
the Knights of the Grail.

Magic gave reroll to hit on the Necropolis Guard but
nothing else. Shooting kills a few Knights of the Quest.
I won the main combat by 4 in the middle. The knights
fail the first roll, but the presence of the holy banner
carried by the Paladin means they hold they ground.
The Duke makes his test without flinching, having
been in far worse situations before. I didn’t use Sphinx
Breath Weapon because I thought I had won the combat by more. This was a big mistake and is the moment when I lost the battle. If the humans had fled I
would have had the upper hand.
I combat reformed the skeletons to face the Knights
of the Quest and the Sphinx to face the Paladin BSB.
My chariots kill the Peasant Bowmen and overrun
into the trebuchet.
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Turn 5
King Guillaume The Vengeful
Everything was in a swirling melee in the centre. The
Green Knight and the remaining Aspirants were fighting to clear my right flank.
On the left, the chariots having broken the Bowmen,
destroyed a trebuchet and turned to face the rear of
the Equitaine line.
The Paladin Battle Standard Bearer, turned his steed
and charged the Sphinx, knowing full well that only he
had a chance of bringing the beast down. (▶)
The Knights of the Quest threw themselves against
the Skeleton Warriors.
With magic, the Damsel raised back some knights
thanks to Oaken Throne and the Path Attribute. There
was no shooting as the chariots killed both the Peasant Bowmen and the Trebuchet that was not broken
down.
Combat started out as one big mosh pit. The Duke
killed the rest of the Necropolis Guard, but that meant
that he contacted the Pharaoh and the Vanquisher!
The Pharaoh swung at the Duke, but missed all 4 attacks! Phew. The hippogriff lashed out at the Pharaoh
in turn, but the ward save from the Armour of Destiny
meant the Pharaoh was unscathed. (▶)
The Sphinx and its crew killed off the remaining Knights
of the Realm, but took two wounds from the Paladin
due to the Questing Oath giving Multiple Wounds 2
against Towering Presence.
The Skeleton Warriors actually managed to kill 2
Knights of the Quest and lost a couple of their own
number in return.
The Trebuchet vaporized to the chariots charge who
then poised themselves to rear charge the Knights of
the Quest on the following turn.
The Knights of the Grail murdered some archers and
the Green Knight killed off the rest of the chariots.
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The mosh pit fight was now 3 separate fights. (▶)
The Hierophant bailed out of archers who move to
block grails again. I placed him in such a way that he
could not be charged but could still aura spells to all
the combats. I charged the Knights of the Quest in the
rear with the Chariots.
The Hierophant, saw how the desert winds were
blowing so threw all the magic on the Pharaoh.
The last Catapult shot at the peasant block who had
fled from sphinx and recently rallied on the table edge.
I killed a handful and they panicked off the board.
The Knights of the Quest with the Damsel failed to do
any wounds to the Skeleton Warriors or Chariots and
subsequently broke and were ran down!
The Pharaoh now glowing with magic was duelling
the Duke. General on general! It was a close matchup. The D3 Wounds from the Vanquisher was scary!
But having WS7 on the duke tipped the balance in favour of him. I rolled the dice to strike and all 4 Attacks
hit. (▼)

It was a good start! Now I was wounding on 5’s. 6’s
were Lethal Strikes and do D3+1 Wounds. Incredibly
I made three 6’s and a 5 after re-rolls. The Pharaoh’s
Ward Save failed to match up against the Divine Attacks from the Duke. In total I did 11 Unsaved Wounds
on the Pharaoh from the Duke! Splat!

Sir Jasper considered himself a brave and
virtuous knight. The honour of carrying the
King’s Banner on this Crusade was testament to that. Seeing the King duelling an
undead monstrosity with a glowing blade not
50 yards away, Jasper reined in his steed in
anticipation of the clash to come. From the
left, the giant lion-like statue construct was
bearing down on the fight. Its eyes bright
with balefire and its long tail dripping with
the blood of his countrymen. This was an opportunity for glory too great to pass up.

The Sphinx, back to full wounds thanks to the incantations of the Hierophant, fought the Paladin. The Paladin promptly took another 2 wounds from the sphinx
- solid! The Crumble meant it took 2 more! It only had
1 left. Bring it down!!!
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Turn 6
King Guillaume The Vengeful

Golden Legion of Hanaphuk

My forces mopped up the remainder of the skeletal
legion. The Sphinx was killed by the combined efforts
of the BSB and Peasant Levy. The Knights of the Grail
vanquished yet another unit. They hadn’t taken a single casualty yet!

In an attempt to salvage something from the game,
the Keeper rips off the lid of the casket in a last-ditch
attempt to kill the BSB. The spirits of the dead come
howling out. But the lady is pleased and they wash
harmlessly over the Equitaine knight.

The Duke hunted down the hierophant but he managed to hide thanks to Casimir’s clever positioning.

The Golden Host of Hanuphuk is destroyed and its
temples will be desecrated.

The game was a blast! It was great to be able to field almost our entire collections. I think a few big mistakes
cost the Undying Dynasties the game. Firstly, Casimir should have made sure to break the knights in the central
combat. He didn’t use the Breath Weapon on the Sphinx which could have turned the tide. Had he gotten just
one or two more wounds through, the Necropolis Guard may have survived and killed the Duke in that turn.
Kristoffer also caught Casimir off guard by blocking the scorpion when it came up with his BSB. A major Victory
to the Crusader King. Overall, a great game!

THE LOST CRUSADE OF KING
GUILLAUME THE VENGEFUL
With the Blessed Sword of the Lady glowing in
hand, King Guillaume parried the blow from
the unliving Pharaoh. His return stroke sliced
clean through the shoulder of the ancient warrior. His arm fell dismembered into the ground
still clutching the glowing scimitar. The force
of the blow staggered the Pharaoh. Sensing victory, Guillaume drove his heels into the side of
Blueclaw and with one final thrust, ended the
unnatural existence. The sword penetrated
clean through the Pharaoh’s breastplate. In a
flash of holy light, the mummy vaporised into
dust on the wind.

tle, he could see that they were on the brink of
victory. The Undying legion was crumbling to
dust in the same fashion as its ancient leader.
Turning Blueclaw about, he observed the last
of the brave Knights of the Quest fleeing the
onslaught of several chariots. The knight’s
steeds were clearly exhausted and no match
for the speed of the unnaturally fast charioteers. Within moments, the last of the knights
was crushed under their wheels. A pang of fear
suddenly pierced the King’s heart. His hand
unconsciously felt the weight of his water bottle
at his side.

A sigh went through the desert. Whether a trick
of the wind or something more sinister, Guil- His dry lips mouthing silently, “Where is the
laume could not tell. Surveying the field of bat- Damsel?”
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GOLDEN LEGION
OF HANAPHUK
It was dark. This didn’t hinder Nethtep as he
crept out of his hiding place behind an obelisk.
His witch-sight meant that even though his eyes
had long rotted away, he could pick out where
his Pharaoh had fallen.
The Hierophant had conducted the ritual of rebirth many times over the millennia. This time
it would prove much harder. The blessings of the
Human Goddess had banished Mentuserket’s

body and soul. Luckily for him, the Pharaoh’s
arm had been dismembered beforehand and he
had an artefact to work on. The ritual would take
time. But time was one thing he had in plenty.
Stooping to pick up the mummified arm and
avoiding touching the scimitar still grasped in
the iron grip, Nethtep retreated into the pyramid
to begin the ritual.

Avras 147 A.S
Dear Marshall Frederica,
A man by the name of Jasper has come into my custody. I say “man” but really, he is something
closer to a demon or feral Wildhorn of the desert! He was dressed in nothing more than an old worn
tabard bearing the arms of the Lost King Guillaume of Equitaine. What madness possessed him
I do not know. Fatigue, famine and thirst will do that to a man. He has clearly come out of the
deserts to the south, judging by his sunburn.
My guards arrested the madman in the Westmarkt this morning. Apparently, he was waving an
unusual sword around proclaiming he was “King Jasper” and telling my customers to join him on
a quest to retake the city of Hanaphuk. This was unseemly and disruptive to my business. I have
confiscated the sword and put the man in chains. His continual screaming will drive me insane.
Please send your guards to retrieve him.
Yours faithfully,
Augustus Handler
P.S. Also send down old Master Selig. This sword has an Equitanian inscription I can’t read and
has a golden chalice on the pommel. It might be worth something!
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TERRAIN MASTER CLASS

an article by: Kristoffer Dirac

Building terrain is almost always easier than you think it is - the difficult part is knowing "how" to do it. For the
epic battle of Hanaphuk in the deserts of Aptesh, we wanted to have thematic terrain to really set the scene!
This tutorial will go into detail and show you how I made some of the elements of the desert table from the
battle report.
Materials
1. Egyptian themed resin terrain (pillars, gates and
statues etc.) from Scrotiagrendel’s 28mm historical range
2. Masonite-wood (plywood/MDF etc.)
3. Hobby plaster and insulation foam spray (Always
wear disposable plastic gloves when using this
stuff – it’s REALLY sticky)
4. Polystyrene foam
5. Woodland Scenics plaster-cast rocks
6. Glue Gun

1

2

3

4

5

Hobby Tip: A glue-gun has the advantage of not dissolving stuff like plastic/metal Warhammer glue,
and it doesn't warp stuff by contracting itself like wood glue/PVA.
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The Hill
Step 1 (▶) I cut a wooden base from the large sheet
of wood and built the height using polystyrene. You
should make the polystyrene lower than the desired
height because you will be adding to the height in later stages.
Step 2 (▼) To smooth off the hill, I trimmed the polystyrene to roughly the right shape and then sandpapered it down.

Step 3 (▼) Creating the desert necropolis environment was essential so I glued on the Egyptian style
gate. Then I used plaster cloth as well as regular plaster to try and make it as smooth as possible while still
being sturdy. The plaster is perfect for a rough desert
sand effect.

Step 4 (◀) I then added details to the hill using stones
and plaster-cast rocks from Woodland Scenics.
Hobby Tip: While the hill was drying, I started work
on another piece. When making terrain it is a clever idea to time drying times so that you can always
be working on something.
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The Impassable Rock Formation

Step 1 (▲) I first cut out the wooden base from the
sheet using a craft knife. Then glued a block of polystyrene for stability. (fig 5)
Step 2 (▶) To increase the height of the terrain piece,
I added a plastic bottle using the hot glue gun.

Hobby Tip: Making terrain is a messy business!
Make sure you use a vacuum cleaner as you go,
otherwise you will drag the mess with you everywhere. It is a good idea to sometimes take 5 minutes to tidy everything up to have a clear working
area.
Step 4 (▼) Once dry, I encircled the bottle with the
spray foam to create the rock. I had to wait for the
foam to dry a few times to build up a couple of layers.

Step 3 (▲ ▼) For the rocky effect around the gate, I
used the spray foam and plaster-cast rocks.
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The Pyramid
As stated previously, the same procedure was used
for all the terrain on the battlefield. To create the desert sands effect on the base of the pyramid, I added a
lot of plaster after I had glued it in place with hot glue.

I hope this article will inspire others to create thematic tables for their games. It’s very rewarding making
terrain and very simple and fast. I built and painted the terrain for this battle in less than a week! If you have
any questions regarding the article or how I made any other pieces of terrain from the battle report, you can
get in touch with me through the Ammertime Podcast email address: ammertimedk@gmail.com
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ARMY SHOWCASE

an article by: SirMC2015

The army showcase section will be a regular feature in The Scroll. We are hoping to show-off a fantastic army
each edition and also get a glimpse into the thought process (or mad-genius) behind creating the army.
The army chosen for this issue is Assistant Head Moderator, Dan’s Vermin Swarm/Empire of Sonnstahl army
(the Ratmen of Under-Talabheim). Interviewed by the Head of Playtesting, SirMC2015, Dan gives some interesting insights onto his vision and concept.

The Ratmen of Under-Talabheim

How did you come up with the name and concept
of the army?
The name is just a play on a sentence from a piece
of fan fiction I'd read in which a character shouts
something about the greatness of the "men of Talabheim". Conceptually the army began after reading the
entirely of Tensions now famous "Gobbotonia" over
on Warseer. I remember reading through that shortly
after seeing the impressive pictures of the then-new
Skaven plastics and thinking that I'd like to attempt
something similar.
How long ago was it from concept to creation?
Initial sketches began, bizarrely enough, in the hospital room after the birth of my son, which would now
be 6 years ago. There were long lapses in progress,
sometimes of several years.

What models did you use? What did you "kit bash"?
Oh boy. The standard Rat-at-Arms were made with
7th edition plastic Skaven, 6th edition plastic Empire
sword arms, and an assortment of feathery hats. A
bulk of the sculpting work was on the left arms, which
couldn't be kit-bashed because they're sculpted to
the little rat bodies. The Vermin Guard are old metal Stormvermin with feather caps and plastic great
swords, and the Retiers are a mix of various Skaven, Empire, and Goblin sets. The only unconverted
models in the army are my Gutter Blades and Plague
Brotherhood, which I thought looked close enough to
Flagellants anyway.
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How did you make the models so clean?
Ironically my goal was to make them look dirty. What
makes the models look clean and pop so much is the
bright highlighting - essentially, I found that if you take
your standard highlights one step past what looks correct you'll wind up with models that really stand out
on the table. For the most part this involved taking
my final highlight colour, mixing it with a bit of white,
and doing one last "dot" highlight. The result is a bit
cartoony, but then again, the army is a bit cartoony.

Clan rats

Knowing that you painted 4,700pts in 3 months,
HOW did you do it and make the models look so
nice and clean?
A big part of that progress is from a technique I
picked up online in which you block out all of a model's colours, give it a heavy wash, and then reapply the
base colour as a highlight. From there you highlight
normally, but this first step saves you a ton of time
because you need fewer total highlights and it adds a
lot of depth.
Over the years, what have you learned that allowed
you to make "short cuts" for that amount and quality of painting?
Batch painting, obviously, but in smaller batches - I've
found 7-10 to be optimal. Painting batches of 30 models is a great way to get a unit done and a terrible way
to get an army done, because by the time you finish
those 30 models you won't want to pick up a brush
again.

I also tend to hop around from unit to unit to prevent
burnout. We've joked for months about how 75% of
my army was partially complete, but this was to ensure I was painting things I wanted to paint. If it seems
How did you decide on the paint scheme?
That was probably the easiest part. The 6th edition like everything was finalized in the last few weeks,
Warhammer book was my first introduction to table that's because it basically was.
top gaming, and in it there's a picture of an Empire
and Orc army squaring off against one another. The Finally, be sure to use the right brush for the job. I
studio Empire army was in the red/white livery of Tal- have 5-6 brushes next to me at any given time.
abheim, and that sort of became the standard colour Base-coating with a detail brush is tedious, as is trying
scheme for Empire soldiers in my mind. From there to wash the model with a layering brush. Get in the
I figured rats wouldn't have access to anything pure habit of swapping out brushes depending on what's
white, so the scheme sort of morphed into a red/ being painted.
cream.

Reiters
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Characters

Which is your favourite model that you have painted to date?
Oddly, I really enjoy painting blocks of infantry. I get nervous painting the big centrepiece stuff. I suppose the
model I'm most proud of is probably my Steam Tank or my Abomination, though I really had fun painting all
the bashed-up metal on my Vermin Guard.

Abomination
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How do you flock your models?
Apply sand to the base and paint that dark brown.
Drybrush light brown, and then lightly drybrush tan
around the edges. From there I use 3 products: Galeforce 9 static grass, woodland scenics clump foliage,
and army painter grass tufts. Apply those liberally, being sure to let some of the earth show through. Finish by LIGHTLY dry brushing the whole base in white,
which ties everything together.

Totemic Summon

What inspired you to undertake on such a project?
I mentioned this in my log, but there was a White
Dwarf article years ago featuring a beautifully painted Goblin army squaring off against a small High Elf
defending force. I was so blown away by the idea that
someone would paint that much detail on a horse
army that I knew I'd like to try something similar.
What does it mean to you to know that you inspired others to work harder with their models? Not just
within your gaming group that I am proud to be part of, but people on the forums that follow your blog?
I said there and I'll say again how grateful I am for all the support that has been given over the years and last
few months in particular. I truly couldn't have done it without this great community of ours pushing me forward, and the idea that I might have been able to inspire just one person in return means the world to me.

Arnie the Abom!

Mortar

What project do you plan on doing next and why?
Up next is some commission work. Once that's done I
have a massive pile of Undead models and a massive
pile of KoE models which may soon be combined into
one gigantic pile of Undead and KoE models, which
would stay true to the dual-purpose army theme I've
come to enjoy so much.
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COMPANY SHOWCASE

an article by: Henry MIller

Each edition of the 9th Scroll will bring the readers a ‘Company Showcase’. This section of the magazine will
be devoted to bringing the many companies who support the 9th Age into the spotlight. Our readers can be
exposed to all the fantastic miniature companies out there, while at the same time, we can help support those
companies who are supporting the 9th Age.
In this company showcase, we will be looking at Hidden Dreams, a very small company from Poland. We
asked them a few questions to get to grips with their vision.

Hidden Dreams
Why are you making miniatures for the 9th age?
I was regular player and wanted to make a difference
to the overall 9th Age project. Creating miniatures is a
hobby for us and more important than earning money.
What does your company bring to the 28mm miniature range that other companies do?
We are working in close cooperation with the 9th Age
community. All our projects are made alongside the
community. We always take into consideration many
of their ideas and wishes. The miniatures we make
are not only our products, they are also the 9th Age
community’s products.
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Can you give some examples of your favourite models and explain why you have chosen them?
The Shapeshifter as it was strongly connected with
the 9th Age.
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What are your goals for the next year?
We will be introducing a Saurian Ancients campaign
and then a Vermin Swarm campaign after that.

Hidden Dreams are a great small scale miniature company. I personally own their shapeshifter model – I converted it slightly as you can see below. The sculpt is fantastically detailed although a little flimsy in the antlers.
I know that you can also get head and weapon variants, however I decided to stick with the original, bar a
little weapon swap. I can also confirm that they have excellent communication and take into consideration
the wider communities input on all of their projects.

If you would like to get in touch with Hidden
Dreams, you can contact them via the 9th Age forum, or on their facebook page.
For an overview of their collection go here.
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DOWNLOAD THE 9TH AGE RULE SET FOR FREE AT
THE-NINTH-AGE.COM
AND BRING YOUR ARMIES TO THE TABLE

